
AUSTIN AND ALLY SONGWRITING AND STARFISH

"Songwriting & Starfish" is the eleventh episode in Season 1 of Austin & Ally. It first aired on March 11, to million
viewers.

Sand in my eyes, sun burning my thighs, waves crash on pile of trash, we're at the beach, hooray. A 'jam' on it.
Yeah, why It wasn't sunblock, it was glue. That was awesome! Ally: Honesty is its own reward. Ally has a
tune in her head and doesn't want to lose it. Trish takes the book and places it in the ice cream cart so it will
freeze and they can scrape it off. This is a new song my partner ally and I wrote Called "heard it on the radio.
Officer: Somebody triggered the silent alarm. Austin: Ally those lyrics are a total bummer. I always dreamed
of this day. However, Dez's gum gets stuck in Ally's book. This is awesome. He's still attempting to shave Gus
the Janitor. That's-- in your face, dad! They knew Ally hasn't had a good experience at the beach, so they took
her to the beach to help write the lyrics. I know what it is you're trying to do. Austin: Wow. But we didn't
break in! We know, we know--your good friends. We probably got off because my boss loves me. That is
jammin'. Hi, Mom? Unfortunately, Dez doesn't show up in time, and the gang starts to get hungry. Austin: No,
when I was five, I made a birthday wish that I'd be locked in a freezer full of ice cream. Officer: What's with
your face? Ally summaries her story again. She just doesn't stop. Austin: This is all my fault. You think I'm
gonna let you outta here And go to the beach bash, just so I can play drums And finally prove my dad wrong.
Ally is also stuck within her chair. They all meet outside the ice cream shop, and Austin opens the door by
leaning on it.


